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Architectural Ideas ...
Many of us are architectural
groupies. Who doesn’t like to be
dazzled, amused and challenged by
unique design ideas? They mightn’t be
something we would have thought of, or
even like, but they are fascinating and
something to be admired.
In the modern
era, it arguably
started with Frank
Lloyd
Wright’s
Falling
Water,
also known as the
Kaufmann House,
built in the 1930s.
Now a museum,
the house jutting
out
over
a
beautiful waterfall
in Pennsylvania is
a memorial to the man’s iconic artistry
inside and out and regarded a piece of
American architectural history.
More recently there have been a
plethora of weird and wacky ideas.
Some have made it to fruition, some
probably won’t, and some are still in the
planning and permission stage. Here
are just a few to make you smile or
gasp.
Manhattan is a concrete jungle
within the ‘City that Never Sleeps’.
Except Central Park, greenery is

sparse. Developer Tishman Speyer has
unveiled a plan for a 65 storey
skyscraper with a spiral of landscaped
terraces on every floor wrapped around
the façade. Architect Bjarke Ingels
described the design as “an ascending
ribbon of lively green spaces, extending

the High Line into the skyline”. The
tower is an entrant in the race to extend
Midtown NYC.
On home soil, the planned Cliff
House along Victoria’s Great Ocean
Road is not for the faint-hearted. An
upside down triangle over 4 floors it
clings to the cliff face at a right angle.
The planning permit is still to come but
designers Modscape are confident the
build is feasible. The views will be
outstanding if you can bear to open
your eyes. [See image]

It’s All About the Numbers
There has been an obscure change
to the way commercial leases are
treated in accounting that may force
small businesses that lease their
premises to renegotiate the terms of
their bank loans. The International
Accounting Standards Board has issued
an update that effectively abolishes the
concept of operating leases. Instead, all
leases will be treated as finance leases,
meaning they will be recognised as
liabilities on the balance sheet.
An unintended consequence is that it
may put small businesses in breach of
loan covenants if they are based on
ratios such as debt-to-equity or interest
cover. The new standard accounting
practice will not take effect until 1
January 2019 but it is always best to
prepare for change.
The change is designed to increase
transparency
and
comparability.
According to Ralph Martin of Crowe
Horwath, “The new requirements can be

complex, so it’s important to seek
professional advice. Not all businesses
will be affected
equally.”
Patricia
Stebbens
of
KPMG said that,
“The larger the
lease
portfolio,
the greater the
impact on key
reporting metrics
… For the first
time, analysts will
be able to see a
company’s own
assessment of its
lease liabilities,
calculated using
a
prescribed
methodology
that
all
companies
reporting under IFRS will be required to
follow.”

Hobbit fans can create their own
Bilbo Baggins design with pre-fabricated
dome frames from Green Magic Homes.
The bio-climated houses have versatile
floor plans with components that screw
together. You then add the dirt, grass
and trees over the top! Depending on
where
you
live,
you
could
also
make it look
like a desert
oasis (think
Tatooine
from
Star
Wars) or an
arctic igloo.
For the
techno-geek,
Google
software engineer Max Braun has
created a SmartMirror in his spare time
that runs on Android software and
responds to voice commands. It uses a
hyper-thin display between a 2-way
mirror and the bathroom cabinet behind.
It is currently a one-off and far from
finished as Max adds features but
apparently possible to build for any
coding genius. It is described as “an
obscenely cool addition”. Don’t tell your
teenagers.

by Dean Gavrilovic

Welcome back for 2016, it’s great to
see that the year has started with the
same intensity as the end of last year.
At SPM, we’re excited about the
prospects for 2016 and in the coming
issues of Collaboration we’ll be sharing
some of our projects with you. We’re
also looking forward to catching up with
you soon and hopefully working together
to help you achieve some of your
exciting goals for 2016.

This year the newsletter will
concentrate on new and exciting
projects at home and overseas and look
at trends in technology and techniques
for the construction industry that are
changing the way we design and
manage projects for the future. Our
industry is robust and ever-changing and
we want to share our knowledge and
experience with you.
Here’s to an
exciting year ahead. Dean

Building Trends - MicroLiving
Micro-living is the concept of getting
more out of less. Less space, less clutter
and less expense. Overall, it is not a
new concept, just watch a few episodes
of Grand Designs to see how necessity
has made Europeans think more
strategically about flexible living without
sacrificing comfort, but the Australian
housing landscape has until recently
been of the mindset
that more is better.
The
Australian
Dream of a large
house on a large
block of land is fast
becoming
unrealistic, not to
mention expensive
and labour intensive
to maintain.
The
primary
concepts behind micro-living are the
efficient use of available space, focusing
on communal spaces and reclaiming
outside space; that is, creating a
seamless flow from inside to out to
better utilise outside space for your daily
living needs. Giving the Australian
climate you could be forgiven for
thinking this is a "No Brainer" but it is
commonly overlooked when people
build. Your house and garden are not

separate entities. Spending more time
outside and more time together is also
generally considered healthier living.
The rise of the Ikea phenomenon
and the impact of Asia on our spacial
awareness has shown us that in some
cultures they can fit an entire house in
the space of a Western kitchen living
area. While this is not desirable to most
and not an
absolute
necessity in
our
urban
areas
...
yet... these
examples
can inspire
re-evaluating
how
we
maximise our
available
space and make it multifunctional. It also
has to have the flexibility to change as
our circumstances evolve.
From a design perspective, microliving is also about making smaller
spaces appear larger and increasing our
feeling of comfort.
Micro-living will be one of the latest
trends to feature at Australia's biggest
building and renovating expo The
Melbourne Home Show in April.

Thought of the month ...
“Never continue in a job you
don’t enjoy. If you’re happy
in what you’re doing, you’ll
like yourself, you’ll have
inner peace. And if you
have that, along with
physical health, you will
have more success than you
could possibly have
imagined.”
- Johnny Carson
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Latest News
Global Growth Hotspot
CNN Money wrote late last year in
their crystal-balling for 2016 that new
forecasts for the global economy,
including those from OECD and IMF,
broadly agree that growth will be
between 2.8-3.3% of GDP (estimates for
2015 were 2.5-2.8%). They say that
China decrease, the US stay about the
same, and Europe will increase slightly.
Nevertheless, China's economy is the
world's
second
largest
so
its

performance is pivotal for global
performance.
It seems India and other emerging
markets will be the superstars. For
example,
Property
developer
IndoSpace, owned by India's Everstone
Capital and US-based Realterm Global,
said it will invest US$1 billion in India
over the next five years to expand its
real estate development projects.

IndoSpace, which has so far spent
US$750 million to develop industrial
parks in the country, expects the fresh
investment to increase its development
pipeline to 50 million square feet from 20
million square feet currently.
The company expects to use the
funds to develop industrial parks and
facilities for logistics and manufacturing
companies, IndoSpace said in a
statement.

